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Hello!

Tales of the Waterways was commissioned by Est. 1761.

Est. 1761 was yet up in 2014 to create a vibrant Bridgewater 
Canal that connects local Salford communities and visitors 
with its unique industrial heritage. It was made possible 
by a grant from the Heritage Lottery Fun and supported 
by Salford City Council, and for this project, The Booth 
Charities.

At the heart of Tales of the Waterways were the stories that 
have been and those still to come, and to have this book is a 
wonderful testament to the creativity and spirit of all those 
who took part.

Thank you very much to everyone who made this possible.

Kate Charnock 
Est. 1761, Salford City Council

Website: www.est1761.org 
Twitter: @salfordcanal 
Facebook: Est1761 
Email: bridgewatercanal@salford.gov.uk

This project has been developed in partnership with  
Small Things Creative Projects and The Roe Green Buddy 
Club, Age UK Salford.

Packet House at Worsley

Bridge, Worsley July 1959
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Can be murky yellow – looks rusty

Blue colour – like the Bury strip

Very wet

Help – I can’t swim!

When it’s cold the water gets flooded

In summer it smells of rotten rubbish

Longboats

A regatta – you need more than one boat for that

I’ve never seen so many boats on the canal

Stick your thumb out and ask for a lift

A family outing

Summertime

Under the trees

Behind the courthouse on the main road

How to be in England now summer’s here

Lovely!

Canal Inspiration
A piece of creative writing inspired by archive photographs  
of the Bridgewater Canal

Worsley Green 1912

Swimming in the Canal 1959
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Looks heavy weight – it’s strong isn’t it?

Nets for catching fish

Thin rope to lash things on the deck – all fastened and 
tied down

Splice the ropes and wire

“The safety of our ship is paramount!”

Never take chances on the sea – it’ll get the better of you.

Rope for hanging someone – or for tying boats together

Feels hard

For securing the load

You’d catch fish but not on that canal

Catch fish for breakfast

But not until you get to Liverpool – it’s too dirty here!

“I spent years on the canal and the sea – there’s a bit 
more water in the sea”

A fully loaded ship needs strong ropes to keep it down

Strong but delicate

Very heavy – at the end of something like that

Can be very light

Soft

Like a hangman’s rope

A good knot goes really tight

A reef knot

Quick to make

Strong

A loop through and round then pull it tight

“So easy to make – so easy to release”

And if it needs to be undone quickly

Use a big knife

In case of emergency

Don’t Hang About Round Here
A poem about working on the canal inspired by a selection of 
ropes, sacks and nets

Manchester Ship Canal - Barton Locks
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Coconut Carnival
A poem about eating coconut - inspired by images of regattas 
and other celebrations on the Bridgewater Canal

A few on a tree

It would bend over

Pieces of emptiness

All hairy, just dry.

You can hear the milk inside

Heavy, it feels heavy

I’m getting hungry and thirsty!

Big and beautiful

It feels like an Elephant’s skin

I don’t know what to say!

Is it a coconut?

It feels quite rough 

Itchy! Heavy!

It drives me nuts!

I suggest you throw it in the canal!

It feels rough and spikey, like emery paper

It’s a nutter

It’s Ged after the hairdressers!

Can you imagine a tree full of them?

It would hurt if it hit you on the head!

India or Mexico, not here in Salford!

You could grow one, but not outside

It tastes horrible! 

Watery and hard, chewy and starchy 

It doesn’t give you anything 

There is no taste at all 

You’ve got to have strong teeth

Throw it away! 

I like it - let’s put it in a cocktail!

Throw it away! Give it to a monkey! 

Bridgewater Weekender Flotilla
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Barge Names
Names inspired by traditional barge decorations and by 
drawing and decorating our cardboard barges

The Wanderer

What Fun!

The Bob Dylan

The No Idea

The Wave Rider

The Whale Carrier

Pig in the Middle

The Adventurer

If Drunk, Get Off!

Just Married

The Beer Garden

The Whatsit

The Flora

The Paddy

Oh La La!

Misty

Going Home

The Wayfarer Boy

The Freedom

Bob

The Misty Dog

The Don’t Do It Again!

The Love Boat



1312 A selection of prints inspired by the hand painted designs on canal barges
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Travel isn’t as easy as it used to be

Always pack enough clean socks

Don’t go anywhere – stay at home!

OR go away as far as possible

Take plenty of clean clothes

Start at half three in the morning when 
it’s cooler

Don’t forget where you parked the car!

Don’t travel by plane or train – let your 
brother take you instead

Get the queen to pay if you can!

Take your mobile with you if you’ve got 
one

Make sure you’ve got enough money!

Eleven Tips for Going on a Trip
Creative writing inspired by discussing imaginary journeys 
you could make on the canal

Royal visit, 1968

Delph and starvationers
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Nature On The Tow Path
A series of collages inspired by nature 
that you may find on and around the 
canal towpath.



1918
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One

“How do you put up with the king?”

“How are you fixed?”

Give her a letter

Present her with a bouquet

Tell her we sailed in from Hong Kong…the Hong Kong 
chip shop!

Say “Hello Mrs Queen – I’m the King of Salford – but 
it’s my day off today.”

Give her two battered sausages and chips for tea

Messages from the people of Salford 
to the Queen – Tips for a Royal Visit
Inspired by images of the Queen’s visit to the canal

Two

“Welcome to Salford! Especially if you bring some ice 
cream next time!

Make sure you bring plenty of money so you can enjoy 
Roy’s burger van at a pound a piece.

Bring plenty of money to spend.

And whilst you’re here have a lovely cup of tea.

There’s a lot going on!

It’s our pleasure to have you here!

We hope you have a good half hour.”

Royal visit, Worsley Green
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Thanks to the staff and service users at  
Roe Green Buddy Club who took part in this project:

Service Users

Alan Morris

Alec Nora

Edna Olive 

 Eve Robert K

Flora Robert P

Ged Roy

Helen Tony

Joyce Zena

Staff

Cath

Jean

Joe

Nargess

Shadrack

And Mary Ann Byrne and the team at the  
Dementia Support Service, Age UK Salford

Leaf illustrations inspired by the trees on and around the canal



www.smallthings.org.ukwww.est1761.org

An underground section of the Bridgewater canal


